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“Although my management responsibilities demanded that I lead my department, and
frequently give conference speeches, Mr. Kierans’ strategies, and especially his inspiration
and creativity, transformed my skills enabling me to connect with my audiences and my
colleagues much more effectively”.
Jörg Erlebach, Managing Director, Head of Global Credit Risk, Commerzbank

„Ich hatte mit unseren Vertriebsteams mehrere Seminare bei Gerry Kierans besucht. Und
immer gab es ein sehr positives Feedback von meinen Mitarbeitern. Es war die Kombination
aus Berufserfahrung, Methodik und feinem Humor, die für eine Motivation bis zur letzten
Seminarstunde sorgte. Jeder Teilnehmer konnte etwas für sich mitnehmen.
Und wer noch etwas fur die Gruppendynamik in seinem Team tun möchte, dem ist Business
Golf sehr zu empfehlen!“
Thomas Loch, Vertriebsdirektor Deutsche Post DHL

“Gerry Kierans is not a common communication trainer – his experience in different roles and
countries together with his creativity and sensitivity for communication lifted me to a higher
level in my presentations and internal communications”.
Klaus Windheuser, Global Head of Cash Management and International Business, Commerzbank

“The skills and strategies were perfectly aligned for my management communication
responsibilities and enabled me to accomplish immediate progress and feel greater selfconfidence”.
Stefan Wiese, HSBC

“Gerry Kierans’ approach to language and intercultural understanding, and getting the
message across, is a unique and impressive experience. I have several years of involvement
in organising Education and Training, and still his communication training has been a highlight
for me and he has had a lasting impact on my personal communication skills”.
Michael Renkel, Vice President, Group Organisation, Commerzbank

“We took a close look at cultural differences, various ways of doing business, strategies and
even ethics. All this provided invaluable input for my everyday work”.
Dr. Tobias M. Schiel

“The training was always inspiring and had a multi-faceted approach with many impulses for
my daily business. The advice for my self-study was most helpful”.
Sandra Zotz, Lawyer, Head of Public Finance, Commerzbank

Long Live Relationships
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“I have spoken at public professional conferences once or twice a year over the last 16 years.
I had always believed that I was a very strong public speaker. After undertaking training with
Gerry Kierans, there was a palpable improvement in audience feedback to these kinds of
presentations. I received more enthusiastic claps following my presentation. More people
made a point of telling me that they enjoyed my presentation. More people wanted to network
with me, providing me with their business cards, sending me Linked-in invitations and writing
follow-up letters. I highly recommend this training to anyone whose work requires them to
make presentations”.
Niall Lenihan

“By linking the content with current issues, the training not only spread motivation to the
professional participants, but also increased their capability to manage and handle their daily
working lives”.
Ufuk Senbayrak, Risk Analyst, IKB Bank

“A very entertaining and instructive seminar – a very pleasant and competent speaker”.
Dr Stephanie v. Klitzing, Vice President, Commerzbank

“The training fully met my objectives. Content was always focused on relevant needs.
Presentations were motivating and entertaining”.
Roland Rossdeutscher, Managing Director, Tenacta GmbH

“Every problem was solved - no questions without an answer. Best seminar I've ever had”.
Steffen Weppler, Database Engineer, Commerzbank AG

Group Workshop Feedback

Juita Jayaram, Performance Management, Petronas Oil, Kuala Lumpur Workshop, May 2012

Long Live Relationships

